
A bidding graph-game is a two-player game in which
in each turn a bidding determines which player
moves the token. Both players simultaneously submit
bids, the higher bidder moves the token, in Richman
bidding, he pays the bid to the loser, and in poorman
bidding, he pays the bid to the bank.
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Real system time-series data Model
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model

Time-series data

Our approach guarantees that the hybrid automaton model 
and the time-series data are close to each other.

Trade-off between the size and the precision of the model.

Theorem: A strongly-connected mean-payoff 
bidding game with initial budget ratio r is
- Richman bidding: Equivalent to a uniform random-
turn game, i.e., initial budgets don't matter. 
- Poorman bidding: Equivalent to a random-turn 
game with bias r.
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Integrated Development Environment (IDEs) provide a
continuous stream of information and suggestions to
programmers as they are writing their programs. Thus IDEs
have to reason about incomplete programs, while existing
theories and tools are mostly restricted to complete programs.

COMBINED PARSING & TYPE CHECKING

Our goal is to provide a theoretical framework to reason about
whether a given programming language specification can be
supported by common IDE features on partial programs.
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We propose an abstraction-based approach to detect novel
inputs to neural-network classifiers.
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The abstraction concisely represents all values ever seen
during training. We can efficiently identify novel inputs at
runtime by comparing the behavior of the neural network to
the abstraction. Our approach can be tailored to a desired
trade-off between the number of false warnings and
undetected novelties.

INFINITE-DURATION BIDDING GAMES

New time-series data
Improved hybrid 
automaton model

NEURAL NETWORK NOVELTY DETECTION

We show that robustness after quantization is nonmonotonic in 
the number of discrete bits. We also develop a verification 
method for quantized neural networks based on bit-exact SMT 
solving and efficient network encodings. Mathias Lechner

Quantization is a standard technique for making neural 
networks computationally more efficient. However, 
quantization introduces additional rounding operations that 
modify the semantics of the network. As a result, 
specifications that are satisfied by a neural network might 
become violated after quantization.
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HYBRID MODELS FROM TIME SERIES

MONITORING EVENT FREQUENCIES

Suppose you watch the output generated by a black-box 
system. How much memory is required to watch frequency 
properties, like the mode (most frequent output) or median 
("average" output), in real time?

The scientific method tries to find simple
models to understand the mechanisms behind
real-world systems.
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We show that exact monitoring is expensive,
i.e., it requires at least one counter for every
possible output value. 

System output c b b a b a c a a b c a c a a a ···
Mode candidate c: 1 c: 0 b: 1 a: 2 a: 3 a ···
Mode contender c: 1 b: 2 a: 2 c: 1 c: 2 a ···

MANUAL APPROACH

We introduce limit monitoring, which requires a monitor to
converge in the long run. For connected Markov chains, we
provide efficient monitoring algorithms that use only 4
counters, independent of the number of possible outputs.
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VERIFICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS


